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Annex no.3
NAME OF THE TENDERER/COMPANY: …………………………………………
TECHNICAL OFFER
According to the requirements and conditions related to the subject of this procedure, we will execute the following:
А. Equipment delivery as per the attached table:
ITEM DESCRIPTION
Quantity
Unit of
per
measur
Specify the equipment proposed by the tenderer - brand, universit
ement
model,
y
specifictechnicalspecificationscoveringorexceedingthem
inimumrequirements
Equipment offered by the tenderer *

№

1

2

Minimum technical requirements of the
Beneficiary

15.6 inch display, Intel Core i7 processor, I
TB hard disk drive, 6 GB of RAM, Microsoft
Windows and Microsoft Office -- or
equivalent- Laptops/notebooks
Paper formats for printing and copying:
A5-A3; speed for printing and copying,
black & white, A4/A3: 22/8 ppm; color
printing machine with DPI 600 х 600;

9

Number
of units

1

Number
of units

Notes

3

4

printer with DPI equivalent to 1800 х 600;
scanner with DPI max. 600 х 600, speed of
scanning color or monochrome up to
160/160 ipm; fax with DPI max. 600 х 600
and fax modem (Kbps) up to 33,6
Kbps-Multifunctional printer
Screen size 79 inches or more, multi touch
capabilities - multiple users (at least two
users), gesture and pen recognition, operating
temperature: at least 5-35 Celsius, 20-80%
humidity -Interactive whiteboard
Quad core processor, 10 - 10.1 inch display,
1920x1200 resolution Multi-Touch, 2GB
RAM, 32GB eMMC, or equivalent; with
OS-tablets

1

Number
of units

3

Number
of units

* Applicants have to submit a detailed technical proposal with specific technical and / or functional characteristics and other parameters of
the offered equipment, incl. brand, model, manufacturer, technical characteristics, etc.
B. Additional Technical Parameters*:
The equipment we have offered includes the following optional additional technical parameters:
Item and number of
units

Technical parameter

More than 6 GB RAM

Specify your offer
……………………………………………………………………..
Indicate the size of the RAM in GB

Laptops, 9 units
Optical drive

……………………………………………………………………..
Indicate “yes” or “no”

……………………………………………………………………..
Graphics card with own memory

Indicate “yes” or “no”
If “yes”, indicate the exact size of the graphics card’s
memory in GB

8th generation Intel processor (or
equivalent)

……………………………………………………………………..
Indicate “yes” or “no”

Multifunctional
printers, 1units

……………………………………………………………………..
Higher speed of printing A4 black &
Indicate the speed of printing A4 (black and white) in pages
white
per minute

Interactive
whiteboards, 1 units

Larger screen size

……………………………………………………………………..
Indicate the screen size in inches

More than 2 GB RAM

……………………………………………………………………..
Indicate the size of the RAM in GB

Tablets, 3 units
Removable storage of at least 32 GB

……………………………………………………………………..
Indicate “yes” or “no”

* Applicants should indicate in the table above the additional technical parameters that they offer (above the minimal requirements). This
information should correspond to the Technical Offer above.
IMPORTANT: The additional technical parameters offered by the applicant are subject to evaluation by the evaluation committee!
C. Proposed Warranty Periods**:

Our proposed warranty period for the delivered 18 laptops is....................................... months(in words ............................................. .....) after the
date when the final delivery-acceptance protocol has been signed.
Our
proposed
warranty
period
for
the
delivered
2multifunctional
printers
is.......................................
words ...................................................) after the date when the final delivery-acceptance protocol has been signed.

months

(in

Our
proposed
warranty
period
for
the
delivered
2interactive
whiteboards
is.......................................
words ............................................. .....) after the date when the final delivery-acceptance protocol has been signed.

months

(in

Our proposed warranty period for the delivered 6tablets is....................................... months (in words ............................................. .....) after the
date when the final delivery-acceptance protocol has been signed.
** Candidates should offer a warranty period during which they will provide full warranty of the delivered assets along with free of charge
equipment maintenance.
IMPORTANT: The warranty periods proposed by the applicants are subject to evaluation by the evaluation committee!
This technical offer is valid until ------------------------------------------- (the offer should be valid for a period of 180 days after bid opening. If the
bid opening day falls on a government holiday, then the next working day shall be considered as the next date)
We will deliver the equipment ……………………………………………….. calendar days after concluding a contract (the proposed
period of delivery should not exceed 90 calendar days)
DATE: ……………………..
NAME OF THE COMPANY’S REPRESENTATIVE: ……………………………………………………………………………
SIGNATURE: ………………………………………
COMPANY STAMP:

